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PRAYING WITH A PURPOSE

The Lord revealed to me that our
ministry teams are exclusive because
we pray with a purpose. Our specific
praying about current event happenings
with the understanding of how our
government works and who is running
our nation and how. God hears/heard
our prayers.
It takes Eagles to stand in the gap
facing down the enemies of God
and upholding righteousness. The
backlashes are fierce and to withstand
them takes a lot of strength and total
commitment. Intercessors with Insight
do just that.
We just returned from Branson and
praise God for the breakthrough and
outpouring of the Holy Spirit. My
special gratitude and appreciation for
all who gave financially and who were
unable to be in Branson but prayed for
this mission trip.
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We got the point and knew only God
could speak so powerfully through
people who did not rehearse or discuss
their seminar messages.
The spirit of God was present with the
first song and we knew the Holy Spirit
was there BEYOND MEASURE.
First Pastor Nick Manassa taught and
gave examples as to revivals began
at the behest of one person. It let
us know this is not the first time our
nation has stooped to such low cultural
divides.
Next; Lt..Col. Retired Roy White made
it through the horrific storm to be with
us on Thursday morning. He was stuck
in Houston and told there was no way
to get to Tulsa or Springfield.
He texted me this message and those
of us who were in Branson held hands
and prayed for him and Pastors Nick
and Becky who were flying in at that
time to have God’s favor, protection,
and intervention.

Our speakers and IWI presenters were
amazing in getting the message across
that took us to higher ground spiritually. Nick and Becky made it and retrieved
the van we had reserved. I got another
The three day theme was, “what one
text from Roy, at the very moment we
person can do”.
prayed he was paged and told that a
seat opened for him to get to Tulsa.
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Watch Faye!

GEB TV

Channel 363 on Direct TV
Mondays 1:00pm CST
Tuesdays 4:30am CT
Albuquerque, NM

KAZQ Channel 32

Wednesdays 1pm CST
Albuquerque, NM

MyTV KMYL Channel 14
Sundays at 7:30am CST
Lubbock, TX
 yTV KCPN
M
Sundays at 7:30am CST
Amarillo, TX
SON BROADCASTING
NETWORK KCHF TV
Saturdays at 3:00pm MT
Tuesdays at 12:30am MT
Santa Fe, NM

KPEJ Fox 24
Sundays 7:00am CST
Midland/Odessa, TX
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He rented a car ad drove to be with us.

takes a lot of strength
and total commitment.
Intercessors with Insight do
just that.

To God be the Glory.

What a message he had for our team leaders. All
eyes were opened to the corrupt revision and
deception going in our textbook to brainwash
and indoctrinate our youth, IT MUST STOP.
Roy said the praise and worship led by Becky and
David House touched him deeply. I asked him to
let us pray for him and Becky and Nick dedicated
a beautiful song to him.
He fell on his knees and the Holy Spirit was
poured out in an awesome way on him and us.
I am recruiting 50 people that will volunteer
to help him clean up our textbooks. If you will
dedicate two hours per week to read for him,
please contact TRUTHINTEXTBOOKS.com
Don’t think you can’t do this. YOU CAN!! Watch
his video on his website and call me if need be.
All you need is “time” and to be able to read”.
Our textbooks can be cleaned up but we must get
involved.

INSIGHTUSA

We just returned from
Branson and praise God
for the breakthrough and
outpouring of the Holy
Spirit. My special gratitude
and appreciation for all who
gave financially and who
were unable to be in
Branson but prayed for this
mission trip.

WATCH FAYE ON
YOUTUBE

Our speakers and IWI presenters were amazing in
getting the message across that took us to higher
ground spiritually. The three day theme was,
“what one person can do”. We got the point and
knew only God could speak so powerfully through
people who did not rehearse or discuss their
seminar messages.

The spirit of God was present with the first
In the afternoon I led off with Bridging the Divide song and we knew the Holy Spirit was there
and understanding the seriousness of the spiritual BEYOND MEASURE.
war we are in as a nation. I gave fact sheets to
support the warnings being given concerning the
potential massive earthquake lingering in a fault
line under MO., THE MADRID. A little jar could
release this quake and it would divide America in
half taking out three rivers.
The Lord revealed to me that our ministry teams
are exclusive because we pray with a purpose.
Our specific praying about current event
happenings with the understanding of how our
government works and who is running our nation
and how. God hears/heard our prayers.
It takes Eagles to stand in the gap facing down
the enemies of God and upholding righteousness.
The backlashes are fierce and to withstand them

First Pastor Nick Manassa taught and gave
examples as to revivals began at the behest of
one person. It let us know this is not the first
time our nation has stooped to such low cultural
divides.
Next; Lt..Col. Retired Roy White made it through
the horrific storm to be with us on Thursday
morning. He was stuck in Houston and told there
was no way to get to Tulsa or Springfield.
He texted me this message and those of us who
were in Branson held hands and prayed for him
and Pastors Nick and Becky who were flying in
at that time to have God’s favor, protection, and
intervention.
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Nick and Becky made it and retrieved the van we
had reserved. I got another text from Roy, at the
very moment we prayed he was paged and told
that a seat opened for him to get to Tulsa.
He rented a car ad drove to be with us.
To God be the Glory.
What a message he had for our team leaders.
All eyes were opened to the corrupt revision and
deception going in our textbook to brainwash and
indoctrinate our youth. IT MUST STOP.
Roy said the praise and worship led by Becky and
David House touched him deeply. I asked him to
let us pray for him and Becky and Nick dedicated
a beautiful song to him.
He fell on his knees and the Holy Spirit was
poured out in an awesome way on him and us.
I am recruiting 50 people that will volunteer
to help him clean up our textbooks. If you will
dedicate two hours per week to read for him,
please contact TRUTHINTEXTBOOKS.com.
Don’t think you can’t do this. YOU CAN!! Watch
his video on his website and call me if need be.
All you need is “time” and to be able to read”.
Our textbooks can be cleaned up but we must get
involved.
In the afternoon I led off with Bridging the Divide
and understanding the seriousness of the spiritual
war we are in as a nation. I gave fact sheets to
support the warnings being given concerning the
potential massive earthquake lingering in a fault
line under MO., THE MADRID. A little jar could
release this quake and it would divide America in
half taking out three rivers.

Also, for a refreshing.
This was a big
assignment as it took
daily faith for strength
to recover from health
issues. I know God’s
voice and Mary Ellen
was in total agreement
that it was God and
we should pursue this
mission. Some of her
family actually fought
and died in this war.
Through it all we learned
to trust in Jesus.

Don’t Miss
Saturday’s Patriotic
Prayer
Conference Call

w/ Faye’s weekly updates for
specific intercession.
Every Saturday – 2pm EST

712.432.0900

Call Insight (407.265.0700)
Press 2 for access code

Mary Ellen, Roswell, NM, IWI advisor/presenter
followed me with a powerful presentation on
the Madrid Earthquake history and preparations
to understand what we would be experiencing
Friday as we participated in the celebration of
the 157th anniversary of the Wilson’s Creek Civil
War. The information was deep and wide and our
spirits just absorbed the truth.
How God answers our prayers is phenomenal.
The Lord revealed for us to reverse the civil war
planned for our streets that would cause rivers
of blood to flow in this nation due to paid mobs
being portrayed as protesters with freedom to
protest. What a joke?
We began to bind the demons in these mobs
and I began to expose them in the Faye’s Facts,
Facebook/FayeUSA and on my t v program.
I took to the airways with the truth in a manner
that dispelled hate but exposed the enemies
intent. We followed God’s leading to go to MO
and bridge the divide spiritually and repent for
the misdeeds of those who have gone before us.
God saw our faithfulness and obedience.

Last year the Lord revealed to me to take prayer
warriors to Branson/Springfield and redeem the
land and pray to avenge the blood of the innocent
of those who died in the Civil War, on the Wilson’s On Thursday and Friday we spent days searching
for the truth and repenting as the Lord instructed.
Creek Battlefield in Springfield.
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On Friday, the program on the Wilson’s Creek
battlefield kept all of us in tears. Pastor Nick and
Becky, Domingo with Mary Ellen led the charge
to anoint the Land with oil, take Communion,
pour the Communion on the ground and call it
redeemed from sins of the past.
The tour of the battlefield continued to grip
our hearts and spirits. NONE OF THE ELECTED
LEADERS ATTENDED THE 17TH CELEBRATION OF
THE CIVIL WAR. Including Sen. Claire McCaskill.
The sent their staff. I said to the staff the absence
of elected politicians would be noted)
On Saturday morning we had a seminar on the
history of the Huguenots and departed to the
Shrine of the Holy Spirit and prayed over the
Madrid fault line. Communion was led by Pastor
Nick and Domingo, IWI, State Leader, Lubbock.
This was an amazing location created by one
woman to give glory to Holy Spirit.

As we were completing our mission, Antifa, a
terrorist masked mob was marching in front of
the White House with plans to start the civil war,
the Lord revealed to us was on the way….blood in
the streets…..no difference in USA and uncivilized,
BARBARIC radical MiddleEast nations Congress
sends billions to) The miracle; only 20 people on
the other side, (don’t know who they were or
what their message was.
We can’t believe the media.) Therefore, God
exposed the radical masked terrorists who
actually threatened the life of our President with
NO CONSEQUENCES. Even though their message
is real, their intent is to overthrow the duly

elected President of the US, the DOJ ignores their
violence and incivility.
The exact time we had about 30 people calling
for HIS divine intervention in this nation to block
the paid mobs, mostly made up of illegals, radical
Muslims, and Nasty Women united as Antifa we
found the facts the Bible says, “one will put 1,000
to flight, two ten thousand, etc”.”. That is exactly
what happened. Praise be to God. This is what
you are supporting…Prayer with a purpose.
On Thursday evening we went to the Sight &
Sound Theater to see SAMSON”. Lordy, Mercy….
what an experience. When the kingdom of evil
fell and the pillars collapsed, I could see Hillary
and Obama’s kingdom coming down. I had to
hold on to my seat to keep from shouting, “their
kingdom is falling down”.
On Saturday evening we celebrated God’s
goodness on the Showboat with a wonderful
dinner, show and cruise. The water was so
calm we could not tell we were moving. Another
sign from God, “peace be still”. We returned to
the hotel for a “farewell healing service.” Jayne
and Charles, Presenters/ IWI team leaders from
Amarillo led the healing service with worship
leaders Becky and David. The anointing came
and I saw darkness dispel over people’s vision and
light break through. God brought deliverance and
divine healing to many. All were caught up in the
presence of the living God.
What a way to end our conference. Joy filled the
room and as we packed to leave we felt three feet
taller and pounds lighter because freedom came.
Several came in faith, sacrificially. They were so
very glad they did. We had new friends from
Kansas, MO, and Conn. Cindy and Steve from
MO were an awesome help. The Lord blessed us
with these servants that just joined in with the
volunteers to keep everything running smoothly.
What a team?
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Watch God move in high places.
I explained that the Lord was opening doors
in several states. I am going to add new prayer
teams and teach them how to take their Land
back for God. This election is vital. The democrat
party has become the Socialist party. They have
organized 268 Socialist clubs in our colleges and
universities.
For two years I have tried to raise funds to get
Bibles and ministry on these campuses with not
much success. I refuse to give up.
We are still praying and believing for
the souls and minds of our youth.

ANOTHER MIRACLE: The state of

Florida has ruled that IN GOD WE
TRUST will be posted in all schools.
Other states have also passed a law
for this to take place.

Legislators in South Carolina, Wyoming,
Arizona, Alabama, Oklahoma and other states
are considering similar requirements, over the
objections of atheist groups that equate the
motto to state-sponsored religion.
“When we took God out of schools, we took
the 10 Commandments out of schools. When I
was a kid, it was on the principal’s wall outside,”
South Carolina state Rep. Mike Burns told Lumen
Student News. Burns contends the
prominence of God had a “stabilizing
effect in society” and students
“knew what was right versus wrong.”

“This
election is
vital.”

“When we took all that out, look
where we’ve evolved to,” Burns said.
“Instead of having God in schools,
now we have to have bullet-proof
glass and we’ve got to have metal
detectors. It’s sad that we’ve evolved
to this negative place that we are, and now we’ve
got to try to fight our way out of it.”

Growing number of states posting
‘In God We Trust’ in schools
BY VICTOR SKINNER

Lawmakers in several states are moving legislation
to require schools and other government
buildings to prominently display the national
motto – “In God We Trust.” Tennessee lawmakers
approved a measure last month to require “In
God We Trust” to be posted on school property
for students to view each day, and the bill now
awaits a signature from Gov. Bill Haslam.

“Our national motto is on our money. It’s on our
license plates. It’s part of our national anthem,”
Tennessee state Rep., Susan Lynn told Breitbart.
“Our national motto and founding documents are
cornerstones of freedom, and we should teach
our children about these things.”

“In God We Trust” first appeared on American
currency in 1864, and President Dwight
In Arkansas, school officials are working to comply Eisenhower approved a law to make it the
with Act 911, a new state law that requires
nation’s motto in 1956.
schools to display In God We Trust posters, as
Florida is the only state that shares the official
well as the U.S. and Arkansas flags, if those items motto.
are donated Florida mandated In God We Trust
Florida Democrat Kimberly Daniels, who
on display, as
sponsored her state’s legislation, told WLTX
well, though it’s
her motivation to ensure God is in schools has
already on the
nothing to do with politics.
state flag as the
official motto.
“God isn’t a Republican, and He’s not a Democrat
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… He is the light, and our schools need light in
them like never before,” she said.
And while most states haven’t allocated money
to fulfill the mandates to display posters or signs
with “In God We Trust,” private citizens and
community groups have stepped up to ensure
schools don’t go without.
Arkansas Rep. Jim Dotson, who sponsored Act
911, recently visited the Bentonville School board
to present 891 framed copies of posters with the
motto, a donation made possible by the local
American Legion Post and Hobby Lobby.
The recent wave of “In God We Trust” state laws
follows years of lawsuits and legal threats from
atheist groups including the Wisconsin-based
Freedom From Religion Foundation to remove all
references to God from public life.
The FFRF and other groups have threatened
lawsuits for everything from school Christmas
decorations to prayers before sporting events,
and local reactions have varied. Many districts
caved to atheists’’ legal threats and demands,
while other communities have rallied to support
public officials who protect students’ religious
liberty.

These excerpts contrasting free markets and
socialism are from his book, Politics
according to the Bible:
Several factors support the idea that the free
market is almost always a better way of solving an
economic problem than government ownership
or control.

(1) The Bible’s teaching on the role of

government gives support to the idea of a free
market rather than socialism or communism.
This is because nothing in the Bible’s teachings
on the role of government would give the
government warrant to take over ownership or
control of private businesses, which would have
included farms and traders and small shops in
the ancient world... The government is to punish
evil and reward those who do good and enforce
order in society. It is not to own the property or
businesses of a nation.

(2) The Bible gives repeated warnings against a

ruler who would use his power to “take” what
rightfully belongs to the people, including their
fields and vineyards, for example. These are
the ancient parallels to modern factories and
companies.

FFRF strongly opposes laws like Arkansas’ Act 911, (3) The Bible’s teaching about private property
alleging the “In God We Trust” posters use “the
indicates that property rightfully belongs
machinery of the state to promote Christianity,”
to individual people [families], not to the
government (and businesses are one form of
Liberty v. Socialism; Rev. Pierre Bynum
property).
<noreply@frc.org>

August 15, 2018

My people are destroyed for lack of 		
knowledge... (Hosea 4:6)

Dear Praying Friends,

Dr. Wayne Grudem is Research Professor of Theology and Biblical

Join a team!
Lead a Team!
Host Faye for an Insight
Rally in Your City

Contact Faye: 407.265.0700, option 2

Studies at Phoenix Seminary in Phoenix, Arizona
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(4) The Bible’s emphasis on the value of human

liberty also argues for a free market system
rather than a socialist or communist system. A
free market allows individuals to choose where
they work, what they buy, how they run a
business, and how they spend their money. But
a government-controlled economy makes these
decisions for people rather than allowing people
freedom to make them for themselves.

(5) History demonstrates time and again that

the free market brings better results than a
government-controlled economy or government
control of any section of the economy.
Here is what I mean by a free market:
A wonderful, God-given process in human
societies through which the goods and services
that are produced by the society (supply)
continually adjust to exactly match the goods
and services that are wanted by the society
(demand) at each period of time, and through
which the society assigns a measurable value
to each good and service at each period of
time, entirely through the free choices of every
individual person in the society rather than
through government control. (But this process
needs some government regulation to prevent
wrongdoing such as theft, fraud, and breaking of
contracts.)
Governmental distortions of the free market
mean that market prices are no longer a good
signal of consumer demands or producer
supplies. Therefore, supply and demand will not
match, and the market will not naturally “clear.”
Overproduction and waste of some things and
underproduction and rationing of other things
necessarily result. Both waste and rationing are
very costly to an economy.
Waste costs the public more tax dollars and
the freedom to spend those dollars, since they

have to pay for the government-caused waste.
Rationing costs the public more time and personal
freedom, as people have to wait on a list rather
than be able to purchase the things they want
or need. (Dr. Wayne Grudem, Politics According
to the Bible: A Comprehensive Resource for
Understanding Modern Political Issues In Light
Of Scripture. Grudem has also written, with coauthor Barry Asmus, a far more extensive book
covering this topic: The Poverty of Nations: A
Sustainable Solution.)
The current fixation on socialism by so many of
our citizens, especially the younger generations,
reveals a deep ignorance of fundamental
economics and history. Our educational
institutions have become overrun with overt
and covert advocates of Marxism, while labeling
themselves as “Progressives.”
Politicians on the Left now openly advocate
socialism. Too many Americans are utterly
ungrateful for the blessings we enjoy as a nation.
If this continues, things do not bode well for the
future of liberty. Christians must pray, preach, and
educate our own people to be ready to answer
this coming conflict!
In Karl Marx’s economic elixir was a fundamental
hatred for God. At its heart was atheism. At every
turn, his scheme was against human liberty,
including religious liberty. The cry for socialism is
a cry from people who do not know God and look
to human government as provider. As a result,
government becomes their god and ultimately
their dictator. Like the ancient Jews, they reject
God as King and Provider, and with him true
liberty (1 Sam 8: all).
Like Karl Marx, those who advocate socialism,
whether they know it or not, are false prophets
and teachers like those spoken of by the Apostle
Peter: “While they promise them liberty, they
themselves are the servants of corruption: for
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of whom a man is overcome, of the same is he
brought in bondage” (2 Pet 2:19). And it is no
coincidence that those who promote socialism
advocate the same kinds of lawlessness outlined
in that Scripture (sexual immorality, disregard for
righteous authority, godlessness, etc.).
Liberty is a gift from God. We are watching a
once God-blessed nation turning from God and
His blessings, from the accumulated knowledge
of world history, and all the sound wisdom and
principles of liberty with which America has
been blessed, to ignorance and lawlessness. If
we continue down this path, it will be among the
worst tragedies of all time.
In America, we reveal whom we worship by the
seriousness with which we take our liberty and
use it (1 Cor 7:21; Gal 5:1,

PRAYER POINTS
Thank you, Pierre Bynum for wonderful Prayer
Targets Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez- Democrat
Socialist, win New York’s 14th House District
The Lord spoke to me at 3:45 AM Robert
Mueller is ILLEGETIMATE. His appointment
was ILLEGIMATE. His authority is ILLEGIMATE.
The Congressional funding of $$20 million is
ILLIGETIMATE. His demand to view White House
documents was ILLEGITMATE.
His appointment was to create a crime that would
bring down a duly elected President. FAC TS TP
FACE!!!!! Everything he has initiated should be
rendered null and void. The US Constitution is
still the Law of our Land Rosenstein should be
found guilty of high crimes and misdemeanors .
Sessions fired.

URGENT CAll TO PRAYER

Email received 8/19/18

Dear Praying Friends,
John Kilpatrick issued a prophetic word this morning
from the pulpit and we must pray and intercede for
President Trump like NEVER BEFORE!
I was in Houston Friday listening to John Kilpatrick at
New Life Church and he delivered a powerful message
about containment and how the enemy is trying to
contain us, our ministry, our churches, etc.
This morning, Sunday, Aug. 19, 2018 he preached it
again at his church in Alabama. It was very similar
but the ending was very different. PLEASE, PLEASE, go
to You Tube and listen to his sermon from 8/19/18. He
preached and then prophesied some things at the end
that are very, very important and we as intercessors
MUST PRAY LIKE NEVER BEFORE FOR P
RESIDENT TRUMP.
Throughout the message he was comparing America
and President Trump to Moses and Israel. Then he
began to talk about Elijah and how strong he was,
even destroying 450 prophets of Baal. Up to that
point he had always been dealing with Ahab, who
was controlled by Jezebel in the background. Jezebel
was the visionary and Ahab simply carried out her
wishes. Ahab was a weak man even though he was
king. Then Jezebel rose up after Elijah destroyed the
prophets of baal. She sent a messenger to threaten
Elijah and he was now dealing with the spirit of
witchcraft itself. He feared, instead of standing strong
in God, and ran and never regained his authority and
strength.

I am going to give you some of what JK said at
the end of his message. “Up to this point Trump
has been dealing with the spirit of Ahab and has
overcome, but Jezebel is about to rise up out of
the shadows and the fight will get much worse.
He said, witchcraft is trying to take this country
over. Witchcraft is trying to take America back
over again! He doesn’t know how President
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Trump bears up under it. He is as strong as he has on a daily basis. Praise the Lord( However,
ever seen a man be.
witchcraft is powerless without a (human or
animal ,etc.) body to execute its demons through.
Here is what the Holy Spirit said to him last night
Witches call on demons and give instructions for
and said to tell the church. Tell the church that
specific targets. As we call on angels, they send
so far Trump has been dealing with Ahab, but
evil assignments thru evil, bigoted rituals. God
Jezebel is fixing to step out from the shadows.
has shown me, due to the obedience, seeking
Pray for Trump now because there is about to be His face, and onsite war fare we shall overcome.
a shift, and the deep state is about to manifest,
We must do more than bind and loose. We must
and it’s going to be a showdown like you can’t
act and replace evil doers and protect their
believe. So I’m coming to you as a prophet, as a
targets. That is exactly what we are doing.
man of God, and I’m telling you, it’s time to pray
for the President!”
The Lord revealed to me we must redeem the
Land where the demonic headquarters of three
in 2 Kings 9: 22 King Jehu came in contact with
evil doers, Nancy Pelosi, Alexandria OcasioJezebel’s son and he asked if there was peace.
Cortez and Maxine Waters reside. Pelosi is a
Jehu stated that as long as the spirit of witchcraft representative for district 12 San Francisco
is ruling, there can be no peace. Witchcraft is
what knocked Elijah out of his position and took
Ratings from Advocacy Organization
him out of power. He (JK) heard the Lord say,
NANCY PELOSI.
“There is going to be an attempt to take Trump
out of power.” Pastor John then led the church in
prayer.
He prayed and said, “A stupor has come over
America, Lord, remove the veil! There is a battle
for the soul of America. Expose those shadow
spirits and who the shadow govt. is! Keep your
eye on the eye on the news! Learn to be sensitive
to prayer. Tell the people, Jezebel is about to
make her move!”
John Kirkpatrict is pastor of Church of His
Presence, Daphne, Ala.
NOTE FROM FAYE:
All who are in Christ Jesus have been given Jesus
authority to speak against evil mountains, to
cast out unclean spirits Mark 16:17, to bind and
loose in Jesus name Matthew 18:18-19; and to
Prophesy against death and bring life
Ezekiel 37:1-7.

Our intercessors have been and are doing this

Maxine Waters is REPRESENTATIVE for 43rd
district, LOS ANGELES
With your help and God’s I will be raising up
Insight Eagles in there districts to take authority
over the Nasty Women empowered by witchcraft
to control them. I am praying for twenty partners
to sow a $1,000 seed and decreeing you are in
total agreement with me to take these areas out
of the hands of the witches and replace them
in the hands of the righteous. Will you stand
shoulder to shoulder with me.
The doors are open and God is moving but we
must stand as one….strong against the powers of
witches organized, funded, and active.
God is greater but we must not be Linda Sarsour
calls for Muslims to wage ‘jihad’
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against AMERICA. Aug 25 is their day for this….
Pray for no one to show up and curses be
reversed…
Email from Mark, Midland…Director InsightUSA
Distribhution Ctr.
URGENT. READ AND PRAY SPECIFIC
Intercessors, for your immediate prayer. Share
with other warriors. I had a very disturbing dream
just before 5am this morning.
The Lord showed me a bomb attack to an aviation
tower.is with America!!! (Faye I rec’d this from
a trusted friend this
morning- blessings. Mark P
Anoint photo with oil and
expose this plot of witches
and all involved arrested.

SUBSCRIBE TO FAYE’S FACTS!
6 month subscription for $89
Call: 855-887-7321 to Sign Up
Or mail a check with this form to:
Payable to Insight USA
(PO Box: 917689, Longwood, FL 32791)
Name: 				

Address: 			
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